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Abstract: Jiexi County, situated at the northeastofGuangdong Province, belongs to an underde
veloped district. The local.government makes great efforts to develop tourist industry for getting new 
economic growth field. At the same time, the eco-tourisrn brand development strategy is put forward in 
order to act together in harmony with the construction process of National ecology Demonstration 
County. By way of inspecting on the spot in Jiexi County, it is obvious that Jiexi County is a rising 
tourist destination but "'ith unsubstantial original foundation. So, Jiexi County needs make exigent 
demands on the eco-tourism brand buildingtorneetthe intense tourist industrycompetitioo in Guangdong 
Province. Synthetically analysis and research have been carri.ed on to the tourist brand creation guided 
by the method of Means-end chain theory. Finally, the Eco-tourism as a brand development strategy of 
Jiexi County has been put forward. 
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Introduction 
The brand sometimes means the image of enterprise and product, in other 

words it is a sign of indicator of concision but elegant design. The brandiz.ation is 
one way to make one or a series of products to be differing from the other prod
uct of competitor. 

Keller, professor of Fuqua school of Business of Duke University in the 
United State, points out that the geographic location or spatial area can become 
the brand similar to the product and person in his book "management of strategy 
brand", and he believed that this is the customer based brand-equity that the enter
prise possesses. In this situation, the brand nan1e is securely jointed with the 
special geographic position. In the intense competing tourist market around the 
world, more and more countries or destinations take pleasure in adopting the 
brand technology to create tourist image and differentia so that to distinguish the 
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other tourist destinations. It means the brandizations of the geographical district 
are applied in the different spatial area such as nation, city as we 11 as district etc. 
There are more successful cases in this field in the world, such as the "New Asia" 
of Singapore, "Asia international bigalopolis" ofHong Kong and in the homeland 
of China, the "Dream ofJinagsu" ofJiangsu province, "Love city" ofHangzhou 
city etc. Through the spot survey at Jiexi County, this paper mainly discusses the 
following questions such as the eco-tourism development, destination brand build
ing and the brand development strategy. 

1. Description of Study Area 
Jiexi County is a famous mountain area county in the east of Guangdong 

Province and one part of the coastal open area. Its geographical position is in the 
coastal central section of East Guangdong and locates the peripheral dis
trict around the Chaozhou and Shantou city, where there is convenient transpor
tation to link with all cities of the Pearl Delta and it usually takes the bus journey 
just within 3 hours from Jiexi to the above cities. Along with developing farther 
oflocal economy, the inside and outside traffic network will raise the grade higher 
and it also could provide the superior transportation condition for the tourist 
industry. 

The main landuse type is mountainous region and its area occupies 84.9% 
of total land area in whole county. The landform is look like a ladder, in where the 
mountain in the west, the foothill in the middle and the plain in the east. Here the 
subtropical zone monsoon climate is common and keeps the air temperature at 
21.1°C (Celsius) average level throughout the year. And it also has abundant rain
fall, sufficient light and heat. The climate conditions with long summer and short 
winter are good for the tourist get recreation and spend holiday. 

The tourist industry in Jiexi County is just start and in early stage. Now the 
local government pays more attention to development tourist industry and gets 
some achievement in the tourist resource exploitation and the tourist market 
development Since 1998, the propagandizing for tourism have got improvement 
step by step, the main result is the tourist reception quantity keep steadily raise. 
The tourist quantities to visit Jiexi County increases up to 22.5% annually (see 
the Table 1) form 1998 to 2001. 

year 

1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 

Table 1. Tourist reception quantity in Jiexi County 

Total tourists quantity(ten thousand 
peoples) 

15.5 
21.3 
28. l 
28.5 

Increase rate (%) 

37.4 
31.9 
1.42 

The group tourist going to Jiexi start in 1998 since the Dayang Golf recrea
tion zone and the Shanshan King's temple had been designed to market through 
the travel agency and the news media. The tourist quantities amount to 600 per-
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son in 1998. Later the respectively receives tourist group up to 2100 and 3100 
person in 1999 and 2000. That means there are abundant various tourist resources 
in Jiexi County but the high-quality sight spot with require establishment have 
less in whole county. Recently the new sight spot have been developed and open 
to the tourist after the Dayang Golf recreation zone and Longshan beauty spot. 
Form 1988 to 2001, the visitor's number annual average increases up to 25 .6% in 
the sight spot (See the Table 2). 

year 

1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 

Tab.2 the reception status of the sight spot in Jiexi 

reception tourist quantity in destination 
(ten thousand peoples) 

13.3 
19.6 
25.6 
26.2 

Increase rate 
(%) 

47.36 
30.6 
2.3 

At present, the visitor source market of Jiexi County is highly concentrated 
in the area of Chaozhou and Shantou, Pearl Delta and Fujian province etc and the 
occupies receiving 86% of the total tourists. Among.above area, the Chaozhou 
and Shantou have population about 13000000, the Pearl Delta have more than 
30000000 people, add to the potential tourist source of Fujian province, Hong 
Kong, Macau and Taiwan, all these compose the main tourist development target 
market of Jiexi. 

According to the principles such as the cause of formation, leading factor 
and utilization level etc. of the eco-tourist resources, in Jiexi County it can be 
divided into three types, namely natural eco-tourist resources, man-made eco
tourist resources and the conservation eco-tourist resource (See the table 3 ). 

Tab.3 the ecologic tourist resources types in Jiexi county 
= .. 

land eco-tourist Longshan mountain, G11:111gde Taoism site, Shiling 

resources archaic temple, Shiduxi moraine site. .. 
natural ~'ater eco-tourist 

eco-tourist resources 
Huangmanji waterfall gn·.ip, · 1ongtan waterfall 

resources agricultural Jingming tea garden, Lu11~yuan high-tech agricultural 

eco-tourist demonstration gJrden, .I 111ghe agricultural sightseeing 

resources region 
--·-· 

man-made folk-custom 

eco-tourist eco-tourist - Hakka falk-custom , o.,, ung mountain Golf tour area 

resources resources 

conservation legal reservation 

eco-tourist eco-tourist Dabeishan Mountain forest pnrk 

resources resources 
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Jiexi has a top-grade waterfall, Huangmanji waterfall, in the southeast of 
China, as well as near hundred natural and humanity landscapes such as "Dabeishan 
Molllltain forest park" etc. Moreover, there still have some more tourist resources 
of the humanity historic site in Jiexi County, including the ancient Shangshan 
King's temple, India ancient rock, Hepo ancient Buddhist pagoda, ancient town of 
Cotton Lake and Yunlin ancient building etc~ The overall survey for tourist re
sources ofJiexi Collllty had been done organiz.ed byTourismBtrreau of Guangdong 
before. The main investigation result, recorded at «Tourist development overall 
plan of Jiexi County>>, is that the Jiexi County is a suitable eco-tourist destina
tion with abundance tourist resources. In this special issue, there are over 180 
landscapes inside the county, including 35 main landscapes, 12 underground 
hotspring and more than 40 historic sites. 

Since 2001, Jiexi County has been placed into the list of''National Ecology 
Demonstration Cmmty" and "Tourist Aid-the-poor program Demonstration County 
in Guangdong Province", so the local government decided to develop tourist in
dustry and create eco-tourism brand. 

Literature Review 
The Judd ( 1995) sh1died the modeling destination brand about many United 

States cities; Tazim and Donald ( 1995) as well as Fagence ( 1996) analyzed the 
cooperation theory application in the regional tourist planning; The policy and 
management factor in the regional tourist cooperation has been analyzed by James 
( 1997 ), Bramwell and Sharman's ( 1999 ). Gnoth (1998, 2002) believed that 
since the tourist destination attractions have their particular attribute for distin
guish form the other destinations, so the destination brandization should be cre
ate the brand of the main attractions first. Hall ( 1999 ) points out that the core 
target of the destination brand is to "creates one kind ofharmonious and concen
trated communicative tactics"; Crockett and Wood ( 1999) takes west Australia 
for study area, and explains the brand constructing process form the application 
point of view and summarized several important principle for it. They considered 
the image of destination just one part of the brand management and a unitive 
brand of destination should be established through the different market sale pro
motion. Philip Kotlers etc ( 1999) indicated that the good destination brand should 
be set up first when promote tourist industry. Buharris ( 2000) put forward the 
market problems attend by the tourist destination developed; Liping A. Cai ( 2002 
) point out that the tourist destination brand always has close relations to their 
geographical name so that it is different form the common product and service, 
and he still do a subject research to the village tourist brand. Peter A kerhielm 
(2003) analyzed the significance of implement tourist brand strategic according 
to the Europe integration background. 
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Also a lot of researches discussed the brand constmction in different type 
of scenic spot or destinations in China. Wang Xinzhu (2000) studies the culture 
brand construction of a world water and electricity city that combines the Yang
tze three-"gorge project; Nie Xianzhong (2000) believed that the brand building is 
very important to the tourist development base on the attraction and tourist 
behavior in Hangzhou. Yao Zuowei (2001) analyzed the progress about tourist 
brand and compared the tourist brand with other brands; Li Yan and Xiong zhiwen 
( 2001 ) compared the difference brand image among different destinations base 
on the research about destination image by Li Leilei (2000),and put forward the 
system course of brand construction, and Li Yan ( 200 I )also put forward the 
brand support for the tourist production development Xu Qiling and Chen Hongju 
( 2001 ) discussed the way of the tourist service brand creation according to the 
tourist service particularity. Fei Zhenjia (200 I) analyzed the special issue about 
the destination brand market sale with the case of Wu Dangshan Mountain. The 
particularity of tourist brand, growth progress and design course had been analyzed 
by Wang Song and Han Zhenhua (2001). Peng Jie (2001) explained the brand 
effect of center city as well as how to combine the brand marketing with the city 
growth. Li Shurnins etc (2002) put forward the destination conceptive and design 
the approach. YangMingduo and Zheng Chao (2002) has carried on analysis to 
the tourist industry brand management; The Wei Xiaoan (2002) discussed the 
China tour development course of destination with the living example; The Cui 
Fengjun (2002) inquired into the China traditional tourist innovation of destina
tion and the development question; Deng Hui and Lu Weixing put forward the 
layer structure system composed by main production, showpiece production, brand 
production and new production. Fanbing (2003) discussed the characteristical 
creation of the destination brand with the case study ofShangri-la. Zhang Ying 
(2003) analyzed the tourist brandization of destination; Liang Minli (2004) pointed 
out the problems occurred in Zhangjiaji tourist zone and put forward the frame of 
the eco-tourist brand construction. 

From above available research, it obvious that the synthetical analysis of 
destination based on the tourist image of the destination. In other words, the 
destination brand has close relations to the destination's tourist image. The re
search of abroad scholars chiefly concentnited at constructing of tourist destina
tion brand and usually analyzed the destination brand management used demon
stration method. And the research of Chinese scholars appears the several char
acteristics listed following: (I) the tourist brandization marketing attract more 
and more attention under the intense tourist market competing; (2) mining cul
tural characteristic and the strengthening tourist cognition to the destination brand 
become the common understanding of scholars; (3) the destination creation and 
sale marketing are laid special emphasis on the analysis lately. 
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Methodology 
Form the tourist point of view, the tourist product contams three kinds of 

knowledge: (1 )the indication of the product attribute and feature; (2)the positive 
result or harvest from use tourist product;(3)lbe particular prqduct value that 
contributes to consumer's satisfaction or reaches up theirtourpmpose. The above 
product knowledge fmmed a simple association commwricationnetwork "Means
end chain". Actually it is a knowledge structure in which the knowledge about the 
tour product and consumption effect and value are tight connected (See the Fig

ure 1). 

Material Ultimate 

Tour product Tourist sett:. 

Fig.I Strudure of Means-end 

The Means-end chain is composed by tour product attnbute, result and value. 
In this method, tourist use individual apperceive to appraise the stand or fall for 
some or other tourist product. Generally speaking, tourist always take attributes 
of tour product look as a means of getting such special purpose such as looking 
for exciting, being a venture and being novel or extraordinary. Different tourists 
may have different Mean-end chain to identical tour product or brand. So it use
ful to develop mountain tour product if understand the tourist's perception rule 
to the product. The structure of Means-end chain of Jiexi County is shown like 
figure 2. 

Form the figure 2, the attribute restriction means product's specific prop
erty or attribute and is useful to regulate the direction of the eco-tourist develop
ment of Jiexi County. The most basic attributes here are subtropicai mountain
ous landscape and mountain Golf recreation vacationland. The main purpose is to 
view and admires mountain landscape and takes a holiday for those tourists who 
want to visit Jiexi County. Since there are a long distance to the central cities 
such as Guangzhou and Shenzhen, which needs the car journey near 5 hours and 
the visitor generally can not go there and back home in one day. So the product 
should be designed as 2-3 days tour. 

The benefit restriction appeared when tourist assess and approve the tour 
product. Generally visitor has two kinds of results.of the tour products use, namely 
fi.mction and mentality. The function result is a positive result feeling of tour 
consumption when some people had an agreeable sightseeing in the mountain 
and forest park in Jiexi County. Mentality :result is an all-around result occurred 
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in the tourist's mind. The reception service quality, the enrichment of the cultural 
meaning and landscape self-value all can produce big influence to visitor's men-

tality. [Subtropical mountainous 

I Structure of tourist knowledge in J 

Attribute [Tour price 

[Distance from tourist market 

!Pretty ecological 

!Favorable reception and 

IParticu!ar Hakka culture 

!Mountain Goff experience 

Value [Eco-tourism affect 

!Gain in knowledge 

Fig.2 Map for the knowledge of tourism production in Jiexi 

The value restriction is a kind of person's life objective such as getting suc
cess, being safety etc., also it means the feeling or emotion accompanying suc
cessfully and usually is divided into two types, namely instrumental value and 
ultimate value. The former is the action model or action method such as has a 
good time, action independence, the good self-expression etc. The latter is the 
mentality state including happy, successful and excite. These two values reflected 
the perception result relation to the tourist. The mountain Golf and Kartingrac
ing both make tourist happy and exciting and can breathe fresh air in Dayang 
holiday vacationland. In the other site, the good arr quality and more charming 
scenery all can bring up comfortable feelings. The tourist still can learn through 
practice to the colorful Hakkas and Chaozhou civilization. All these means a good 
journey to visit Jiexi County. 

Findings 
In accordance with the above discuss~g, it indicates that the tourist admin

istrator of Jiexi Collllty should consider the tourist requirement when develop or 
design tour product. So the more sale marketing should be done through adjust
ing different part knowledge of the Means-end chain in tourist's mind, including 
product attribute, result in function and mentality, purpose and value of 
individuation, that the eco-tourism brand and marketing model could be set up 
and satisfied for the market requirement. 

The combination of the eco:-tourism brand building and 
tourist's experience _ 

From the tourist's point of view, the products which produced and sold by 
tour enterprise are one kind of experience and this result from the real tour when 
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tourist directly observe or participate in tourist destination. In other words, the 
tour experience is a result that occurred in the role interaction between tourist 
individual and tourist object, such as tour attractions, installation, service and 
person etc. 

The tour means a kind of recreation and leisure activity in nature, just like 
the other product consumption activity but it has enjoyment feature. To escape 
the reality, go through strange environment and meet with different person or 
immerses in the relax circumstance, all these can become good purposes for 
tour product development. The tour experience marketing means the main desti
nation information should be transferred to the potential tourist and makes them 
keep this information in mind. When they want to take a tour they would select a 
destination associated with the original impression about it. The destination brand 
building must understand the major motive that tourist pursued. The satisfied 
degree of the tour experience covered three levels, even as the research finished 
by GNOTH (1998), function, experience and symbol. The function means the 
core interest of tour product or service, and indicates the means and basic effec
tiveness of satisfied for tourist. The experience contacted the perception of tour 
and is inclined to in experience or illusion that the tour product brought; and 
symbolic is contacting to give tourist all meanings when they participate activity 
in the tour in which making them appreciated most. 

According to the tourist's tour experience, the building, marketing and propa
gation of tourist destination brand also can be made from above three levels. The 
attractions of any destination all possesses its selves unique attribute and it use
ful for forming competition dominance and recognizable. There are three crite
rions to select tourist attraction, usually contain the competitiveness, exclusive
ness and recognizable and base on it the peculiarity of the attractions could be 
abstracted. These attributes is growth from the interaction between the local peo
ple and surround environment. The tourist know well about these attributes which 
would come into being one kind of important experience about the destination 
and finally they would become the attribute characteristic of the destination brand 
The personification term can be used to describe these attribute characteristic 
and this would strength the tour attraction of the destination. 

Tourist who ever visit New Zealand would get a special experience about the 
island weather, sheep industry and outdoor wild environment, and it is memora
ble of the rough terrain, comfortable climate, warm human relationship and un
yielding character there. But in France city the tourist can get another experience 
such as the finely luxurious, fashion leisure, freedom and overindulgence, in
dulge and enjoying. In the Britain North Ireland, there are more tour program 
such as Golf, pony-trekking and walking tour which show the core connotation of 
the local tourism brand. Most famous destinations in the world always sell their 
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tour product and service with these particular attributes and set up their destina
tion brand through brand function, experience and symbol. In conclusion, most 
of the destination brand must be delivered one kind of promise and m1forgettable 
tour experience because it close connect with and contributes to recall the pleas

. ure experience of the concerned destination. 

The destination brandization is more difficult to. bring into effect than the 
other object products since the latter have more controllable attributes, and the 
destination image possesses more complexity and multi-dimension. Neverthe
less, the image-building of the object product have the same doctrine as to the 
destination brandization, even as the before-mentioned, the destination brand 
building also could be created on the function, experience and symbol through 
study on the selection, development and management of the attribute of destina
tion. 

If the brandization of core attractions gets success, the tour service con
tains more significance and satisfactory would be popularized to deepen tourist's 
experience. After this destination brandization stage, the relative tour product 
and service could be designed and sold to the market by virtue of the extend of 
core brand notion. 

Building eco-tourism brand base on Means-end chain 
According to the above analysis and the specific property of the Jiexi County 

·mountainous landscape product, and application the approach about the Means
end chain in Figure 2, this paper put forward the strategy of eco-tourism brand 
building with the core notion of tourist-oriented. 

Strategy creation about the eco-tourism brand 
Owing to the mass eco-tourism product exists comparability in more moun

tain area, so the mountain landscape development and tour design should con
sider the special attributes of attractions as to distinguish fonn the other similar 
product. The main problems about the tourist development in Jiexi County listed 
below: (1) take care specialty of mountainous landscape, (2) natural attribute 
should combine with the local traditional cl.llture and fom1 an individuality dif
ferent from the other eco-tourist product; (3) pay attention to cooperate with 
surrounding region and act together in tourist development so that the high add
value tour product could be designed and sold. 

The destination brand always is looked as benefit restriction but no attribute 
restriction by tourist, so it is very important to upgrade the benefit restriction in 
tourist's mind if the eco~tourism brand strategy is introduced to local tourist 
·development in Jiexi County. Dayang mountain Golf court is the most unique 
mountainous golf court in Guangdong Province so it has stronger attraction to 
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the market than other Golf court. In addition, the ch~cteristic with Chaozhou 
and Hakkas civilization is the special tour product that visitor likes. Therefore, 
there is a harmonious blend ofhumanity and nature attribute in the eco-tourism 
brand building that make the local tour product have high quality and allurement. 

Building eco-tourism destination image through regional cooperation 
Therefore, this paper, on the basis of assessed result and tourist industry 

development stage and guided by the theory of traverse analysis, believed that the 
destination brand could be created through the different model: 

( 1) The neighboring cooperation model, it means that several surrounding 
neighbor counties of Jiexi could build up tight cooperative relationship. There is 
a unique tourist resource, the Dayang holiday zone in Jiexi County in East 
Guangdong province, which is hard to replace by other resources. According to 
the comparison superiority theory, the periphery counties around Jiexi county 
have the basis of cooperation, which chiefly means to mend mutually and bring
ing radiant effect among these several counties; 

In the research field of the different document, it indicates thatthe regional 
cooperation stresses the tourist resources interdependence. And in the case study, 
more destinations which has a sound basis tourist industry, various tourist re
sources and usually located at the same district had been selected as research 
object. But in the practice, the undeveloped tourist region always has similar 
landscape with the near tourist area, not any distinctive feature in tourist attrac
tion and even more in an intense competing area. So, these tourist area have be 
become the focus field about their development and management by scientist. 
Jiexi County belongs to this type of tourist area so that they must take the re
gional tourist cooperation strategy and pay more attention with nearby counties. 
According to the research of Bramwell (1997) and Dou Wenzhang (2000), they 
pointed out that the regional tourist cooperation means some region in a definite 
district no matter how they managed by any administration, they must take effort 
to develop tourist industry and bring together so as to form a whole base on the 
immanence conjunction of resources and neighborhood of the geographic space. 
Then the same tour image and brand had been set up and participate in market 
competition through the way of market and resource share. Then it could build up 
the tour attraction as a whole and get in the way of sustainable tourist. In this 
regional cooperation model, the interior competition in the same district would 
be transferred as the exterior competition with other area, thus it could strengthen 
the unitary predominance oflocal tourist industry development. 

(2) The remoteness cooperative model, it indicates that the tourist coop
eration should be built up also with far distance place such as Meizhou, Chaozhou 
and Shangtou city, because these cities are essential target markets for Jiexi 
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County. Form these model, the authors put fQrward the tourist image-building of 
Jiexi County that is "the inimitable Hakka culture and green tour of eco-tourist 
destination. This image not only embodies the characteristic of Jiexi tourist re
sources, but also emphasizes the future development direction. 

Landscape conjugation is the foundation of remoteness cooperative model, 
and its substance is to unify the diversity of the landscape. The real meaning 
about that can be described as the following: 

?The landscape conjugation always has the fixed inherent interrelated fea
ture on tourist resources because it is the foundation of regional tourist develop
ment. In this means, the different tour resources have similar feature and could 
interwork in whole region. In this paper chiefly studied the mountainous area of 
Jiexi in which the landscape have more resemblance with the neighboring area, in 
other words, the landscape could be replaced easily if without any tour personal
ity. Moreover the quality oflandscape should not have too big widely to other 
similar attractions. If so, one region in the district would has better competitive 
advantage and often restrain the tourist development of other part, finally the 
significance of the tourist cooperation would be lost and restrict the tourist growth 
of undeveloped area. 

? From the topic of the neighborhood on the geographical space, it means 
that the tour destination form an aggregation or linear in definite district. The 
former is each destination apart from very close such as the area located at the 
border of different province, cities or counties. The latter is linked with highway 
and history incident or site distributed as a line. Jiexi County, from its geographic 
position, with Jieyang, Meizhou, Chaozhou and Shantou have close link by high
way and connecting to form a remoteness cooperative network. Owing to these 
cities spatial neighborhood it is propitious to form the tour corridor and take the 
t01.rri~t development in one unit. 

Conclusion 
Lastly, this paper put forward the brand development strategy as eco-tourist 

destination: 

(1) developing mass travel in order to amass visitors and raise brand effect 

The tourist industry has just start in Jiexi County and the good foundation of 
sightseeing should be built first. In this stage the main purpose is to enlarge the 
scope of the local tourist industry. The sale marketing should be spread not only 
in the neighboring cooperation area but also in the remoteness cooperative area. 
There are several south province including Hunan, Jiangxi and Zhejiang etc., which 
have dense populations and fast economic growth, and means a large tourist source 
market for Jiexi. So they can be looked as the main target marketing area. Jiexi 
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County must plan and develop eco-tourist sightseeing product in order to meet 

this market. 

(2) building up the holiday tour product as the tourist main target in order to 

increase tourist income 

Since the holiday tour usually needs more time and mom:y, so the corre
spondingproduct should be designed and developed. Several of the holiday zone 
have been finished including Dayangmountain Golf vacationland, Temeisi holi
day zone and Jingming Tea garden recreation zone of Jiexi County and all they 
are ideal products for leisure and holiday tour. Secondly, Jiexi County is a moun
tainous eco-tourism destination and bas good conditions to develop holiday prod
uct such as sunstroke preventing, coming back to nature, body exercise and rec
reation. In the next stage, it is very important to hold on the holiday as major 
element and make great efforts to design the eco-tourist, culture tourist, leisure 
and study tourist product in order to fully represent the selectivity of eco-tourist 
product a~cording to the available resources in Jiexi. 

(3) building eco-tourism destination brand gradually to promote tourist in
dustry development 

It is necessary that the corporeal tourist products should be behaved with 
invisible eco-tourism brand through product design in Jiexi County. Thus it is 
easy to establish the image as eco-tourism destination brand and finally promote 
the tourist into sustainable development model. 

There are series successful cases of destination brandization produced in 
Yunnan province of Southwest China. It is easier to find out its brand strategy 
orbit occurred in the different periods. Before 10 years ago, the tropic rainforest 
scene and folk custom. of Dai nationality brought up a famous brand 
"Xishuangbanna". Dali City had gotpopularitymainlyrely on the film "five golden 
flowers". A best-known legend of"Ashima" and stone forest marvelous spectacle 
created the "stone forest'' brand in Lunan County. In Lijiang city an "ancient city" 
brand has been established by virtue of the world culture heritage and Yulong 
Mountain. Another famous tourist brand is "Shangri-la" in Diqing Zang national
ity autonomous county. Kunming city, capital of the Yunnan province, built up a 
new tourist brand "horticulture expo forever" in 1999 when the world horticul
ture expo had been taken place over there. All these tour brand development strat
egy are worth learning. Seeing from the management, the eco-tourism is one 
kind of brand, and it is difficult to design a certain product. Eco-tourism should 
be looked as one kind of brand strategy of marketing and use it to attract tourist 
and raises the popularity. 
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